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List of Key Abbreviations 
 

WODC West Oxfordshire District Council 

OGV  Oxfordshire Garden Village  

OPA  Outline Planning Application 

RMA Reserved Matters Application 

DAS Design and Access Statement  

DSF Development Specification and Framework 

ES Environmental Statement  

NTS Non-Technical Summary 

AAP Area Action Plan 

SCI  Statement of Community Involvement 

BNG Biodiversity Net Gain 

TA Transport Assessment  

BMMMF Biodiversity Mitigation, Monitoring and Management Framework 

FTP Framework Travel Plan 

IDP Infrastructure Delivery Plan 
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Introduction  
Grosvenor Developments Limited (the Applicant) have submitted a planning application to West Oxfordshire District 
Council (WODC) for a development to the north of Eynsham, known as the Oxfordshire Garden Village (OGV or the 
Development).  This is an Outline Planning Application (OPA) with all matters reserved except for accesses from Lower 
Road, Cuckoo Lane and the A40, which have been submitted in detail, with two further junctions across Cuckoo Lane not 
submitted in detail at this stage. 

This means the application is seeking outline approval, at this stage, for the key structuring principles for the 
Development to be brought forward on the application Site, therefore key movement corridors and open spaces are 
provided, situated and orientated in relation to a series of development plots and other parameters. In due course, further 
details on these aspects including individual buildings and infrastructure will be designed within each development plot 
and submitted for approval. These are known as Reserved Matters Applications (RMAs). 

This outline planning application and its accompanying approved documents set out the framework of how the OGV will 
come forward in the future. Future planning applications will provide additional detail appropriate to that stage in the 
planning process. The public and stakeholders will have an opportunity to comment on these future applications. This 
process is explained later in this guide.  

As this is a major application with many stages and supporting documents, this guide has been prepared to help readers 
understand the application and indicate where answers to their questions may be located.  

Where to start  

As principal documents to better understand the application proposals we recommend that the Design and Access 
Statement (DAS) and the Planning Statement are good summary documents which give an overview of the proposals 
and explain the structure of the application in more detail. More technical information and principles and controls for the 
development can then be found in the series of Parameter Plans, the Development Specification and Framework (DSF), 
and the Site-wide Design Code.  

The Environmental Statement (ES) and its appendices are also key documents. These volumes contain a lot of 
information across a number of technical disciplines, therefore a Non-Technical Summary (NTS) has been prepared 
which can be used as a starting point and summary.  

The Site was allocated in the West Oxfordshire Local Plan in 2018 and has been the subject of extensive consultation, 
both for the Area Action Plan (AAP) and for the OPA itself, since then. This is documented in the Statement of 
Community Involvement (SCI). 

The application can be viewed online on the Applicant’s project website (https://oxongv.co.uk/) where a link to the West 
Oxfordshire Application portal will be provided.  
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Key Features of the Outline Planning 
Application 

 

Figure 1.  Illustrative Masterplan 

 

As the Development is currently at Outline Planning Application stage with only certain accesses applied for in detail, the 
exact form, location and design of development is reserved for future applications (and subsequent approvals). However, 
the Illustrative Masterplan, shown in Figure 1, shows how the Development could be built out within the controls 
established by the Parameter Plans and deliver the mix of land uses contained within the DSF.  

The Oxfordshire Garden Village will be a place that celebrates natural and social ecosystems, allowing wildlife, plants 
and people to co-exist and thrive, true to its West Oxfordshire setting. The key features of the Development are set out 
overleaf which follow the Garden Village Principles. 
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x The Oxfordshire Garden Village will comprise three distinct and truly walkable neighbourhoods (Figure 2 below), 
each of which is set in a rich, rural landscape. The principal village centre will accommodate schools, shops and 
community facilities, well connected to residents and those living in the surrounding villages.  

 

Figure 2.  The ‘three neighbourhoods’ concept diagram 

x The Development will deliver over 60ha of open space of varying scale and function to support leisure, sports and 
play, health, movement and the complex ecological eco-system. The green infrastructure strategy, will celebrate the 
existing, historic rights of way across the Site and deliver a network of green routes for walking, cycling and horse 
riding.  

x The Oxfordshire Garden Village will be a self-sustaining village of 2,200 homes including affordable housing which 
will make a material contribution towards meeting housing needs in the District and contribute towards providing a 
mixed and balanced community.  

x The Development will also generate a significant number of jobs through the delivery of a large scale employment 
park plus the integration of flexibility through residential neighbourhoods for enterprising communities to prosper. 
The strategic employment hub will follow the same landscape-led principles as the other neighbourhoods, with 
buildings of various use, scale and mass appropriately positioned within their landscape setting.  

x Sustainability is an integral thread through the Masterplan, informing the design of the village from its block 
structure and landscape setting, through to the building fabric. The scheme has incorporated a range of practical 
and deliverable key principles to deliver a low carbon development which is resilient to climate change and provides 
a flexible framework to incorporate innovative technologies as they become available. 

x The application has made a ‘no gas’ commitment for all homes, incorporates energy efficiency measures, integrates 
low carbon technology and makes commitments for renewable energy provision across the whole Development.  It 
includes an Energy Smart Hub that can be used for active network management, providing the opportunity to 
connect energy solutions at the Garden Village with existing and proposed local renewable energy projects. 

x Building on the vision for OGV, the Masterplan will deliver a place that celebrates natural and social ecosystems. 
The Development achieves Biodiversity Net Gain (BNG) and is designed to achieve an Excellent level of 
accreditation when assessed against the ‘Building with Nature’ Standards.  

x The design and delivery of OGV offers an opportunity to influence the future behaviour of the new community and 
responds to the current climate emergency. The movement strategy will create safe and attractive pedestrian and 
cycle routes between neighbourhoods, centres and open spaces with a movement network that prioritises public 
transport. 

x The range of land uses will enable residents to live, work, study, shop and play locally which will help to reduce the 
need to travel.  
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What’s Next?  
Following submission of the Outline Planning Application WODC will seek comments from the public and community 
groups alongside statutory bodies including Natural England, Highways England, Historic England and the Environment 
Agency, together with other public organisations such as Oxfordshire County Council (as the authority for education, 
highways, drainage and community services).  

In parallel WODC will advance the AAP process towards adoption. This will allow Planning Officers at WODC to consider 
all submitted materials and comments received, together with policy provisions, before forming a recommendation to the 
WODC Planning Committee.  

The stages following Outline Planning Permission    

All matters not approved through the OPA are ‘reserved’ with RMAs required prior to development commencing. RMAs 
will include details on:  

x Appearance – aspects of a building or place which affect the way it looks, including the exterior of the 
development.  

x Means of access – Those remaining access elements (beyond the detailed access plans submitted for approval 
at this OPA stage) which will cover accessibility of all routes to and within the Site, as well as the way they link 
up to the other roads and pathways outside the Site.  

x Landscaping – the improvement or protection of the amenities of the Site and the area and surrounding area, 
building on the detail within the Landscape Parameter Plan.  

x Layout – includes buildings, routes and open spaces within the development and the way they are laid out in 
relation to buildings and other spaces.  

x Scale – includes information on the size of the development, including the height, width and length of each 
proposed building. 

Outline permission is not a permission to start work on Site, with the exception of demolition. Once RMAs have been 
approved work can begin on Site following the discharge of any conditions associated with the Outline Planning 
Permission. 

A key driver for future design will be the Site-wide Design Code which has been submitted with the Outline Planning 
Permission. This Site-wide Design Code illustrates mandatory design ‘rules and requirements’ which instruct subsequent 
design decisions for details proposals. Subsequent Detailed Design Codes for a neighbourhood or phase will need to 
demonstrate compliance with the Site-wide Design Code and set out how the details approved through Site-wide Design 
Code are to be applied in each of the three neighbourhoods. Figure 3 below shows the approval process.   
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Figure 3.  Approval process 
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Formal Documents to be Approved  
This section sets out the overarching documents which are submitted for approval as part of the OPA. The remaining 
documents which make up this OPA, covered in the following section, are submitted for information only and have been 
used to shape and inform the OPA proposals and design development.  

x Application Form and Certificates: The Application Form outlines the proposal and the Certificates confirm the 
land ownership or agricultural holding.  

x Location Plan: This Plan shows where the Site sits in relation to its surroundings.  

x Planning Application Boundary: This Plan shows the extent of the OGV Planning Application Boundary (153.84 
hectares / 380.14 acres) including areas required for construction and access arrangements.  

x Parameter Plans Booklet: The purpose of the document is to provide clarity to the Local Authority and other 
stakeholders on what elements of the proposals are “fixed” as part of the Outline Planning Permission. The 
Parameter Plans comprise: 

൞ Parameter Plan 1: Land Use identifies the distribution of uses across the Site. 

൞ Parameter Plan 2: Landscape identifies the areas for strategic green and blue infrastructure. 

൞ Parameter Plan 3: Movement and Access identifies the proposed location of the principal pedestrian/cycle 
routes and highways connections, including those which are applied for in detail and those to be covered 
through RMAs.  

൞ Parameter Plan 4: Building Heights identifies the maximum building heights tested across the Development. 

x Building Demolition Plan illustrates the buildings to be demolished as part of the Development.  

x A40 Western Access drawing illustrates the proposed roundabout from the A40 to access the western part of the 
Site. 

x Lower Road Site Access drawing illustrates a new access to the Site from Lower Road.  

x Lower Road Northern Site Access drawing illustrates a second access to the Site from Lower Road. 

x Cuckoo Lane Residential Access drawing illustrates a new access to the Site from Cuckoo Lane.  

x Development Specification and Framework sets out the description of Development and the development 
floorspace schedule for which Outline Planning Permission is sought.   

x Site-wide Design Code provides mostly mandatory guidance to inform detailed design proposals. 
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Supporting Documents and Drawings for 
Information  
This section sets out the overarching documents which are submitted for information to support the OPA. These 
documents provide the technical background to inform the approval documents. 

x Illustrative Masterplan illustrates indicatively how the principles and parameters set out in the suite of ‘control 
documents’ (comprising the DSF, the Parameter Plans and the Site-wide Design Code) might come forward with an 
extract shown in Figure 1. 

x Blue Line Plan reflects the extent of land within the control of the Applicant. 

x Planning Statement outlines how the Planning Application has responded to national, regional and local planning 
policy and why it should be granted Outline Planning Permission. 

x Design and Access Statement sets out the Vision for the Development as well as how scale, character, use, 
landscape and access have been designed to have regard to Garden Village Principles. The DAS also shows the 
design evolution, how the parameters have been set as well as considering context and access requirements.  

x Transport Assessment sets out transport impacts relating to the Development and identifies the measures to deal 
with these and to improve accessibility and safety for all modes of travel, particularly for alternatives to the car such 
as walking, cycling and public transport. 

x Affordable Housing Statement assesses the policy context and the need for different types and tenures of 
affordable housing for the local area and makes some recommendations of what could be delivered on Site. The 
level of affordable housing provided by the Development will be captured through a Section 106 Agreement. 

x Arboricultural Impact Assessment includes a Tree Survey, which records all relevant information about trees on 
or adjacent to the Site and assesses the impact the Development has on the trees, hedgerows and other 
arboricultural features and how this will be mitigated with an Arboricultural Impact Plan.  

x Biodiversity Mitigation, Monitoring and Management Framework provides clarity and information on the broad 
principles for ecological mitigation and a framework for the future management of the Site’s green spaces. The 
BMMMF also includes a summary of the Biodiversity Net Gain achieved as part of the Development with the details 
also provided in the Appendix H6 of the Environmental Statement.  

x Draft Heads of Terms for S106 Agreement include the themes and topics that the Applicant, WODC and OCC 
have identified to date.  

x Outline Energy Strategy outlines the project commitments regarding energy, including fabric energy efficiency 
standards, the incorporation of renewable and low carbon technologies, as well as opportunities to increase energy 
efficiency through site layout, building design and energy supply.  

x Environmental Statement (Volume 1) contains a number of chapters which assess the environmental impact of 
the Development and its likely significant beneficial and adverse effects with relevant appendices provided in 
Volume 2. This is also accompanied by a Non-Technical Summary summarises in non-technical English. The aim 
of the NTS is to present the technical information included in the Environmental Statement in an easily 
understandable, concise format.  

In accordance with the methodology identified in Chapter 5, the Environmental Statement identifies and explains 
the likely impact, alongside the mitigation incorporated into the proposals for the following areas: Socioeconomics; 
Transport; Noise and Vibration; Air Quality; Biodiversity and Green Infrastructure; Landscape and Visual; 
Agricultural Land; Cultural Heritage; Ground Conditions; Flood Risk and Drainage; and Climate Change.  

x Flood Risk Assessment provides an assessment of the risk of flooding generated by the Development, including 
site specific hydraulic modelling, and documents how the proposals are safe and do not increase flood risk locally. 

x Framework Travel Plan sets out a package of measures for sustainable travel which have been included in the 
proposals or will be made available to occupants of the Development in order to discourage journeys by car and will 
guide future Travel Plans submitted as part of RMAs. 

x Health Impact Assessment demonstrates how the Development has been planned and designed with health and 
wellbeing objectives in mind and how this has informed the design development of the proposals. 
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x Infrastructure Development Plan (IDP) establishes a baseline position of existing infrastructure and provides 
material to inform a constructive discussion around infrastructure required to mitigate the impact of development as 
well as consideration of new models and approaches to delivery. 

x Outline Community Employment Plan outlines the principles which aim to maximise training, apprenticeships 
and job opportunities for local people.  

x Outline Stewardship and Management Plan sets out options for the management and stewardship of assets and 
facilities which can be further explored with partners, key stakeholders and the local communities, although given 
the early planning stage of the Development it does not attempt to prescribe detailed governance arrangements. 

x Phase 1 Ground Condition Assessment details the existing Site’s ground conditions and environmental setting 
and identifies how this may influence development.  

x Phase 2 Ground Condition Assessment, building on the Phase 1 Assessment, presents an assessment of the 
Development against the constraints and opportunities identified in Phase 1, together with recommended 
geotechnical mitigation where required.  

x Property Market Assessment and Economic Outlook assesses the suitability of the employment proposals, 
considering its scale, indicative mix and phasing, and outlines the benefits to the local economy.  

x Retail Assessment outlines that the retail offer will not impact surrounding centres and is proportional to the 
development proposals. 

x Statement of Community Involvement describes the pre-application engagement process including summaries of 
the feedback received and information on events held.  

x Surface Water Management Strategy sets how surface water will be managed through sustainable drainage 
systems. 

x Sustainability Strategy summarises project commitments and green goals.  

x Topographical Survey outlines the topographical features of the Site. 

x Utilities Appraisal Report outlines and assesses the existing utility networks in relation to the Site and identifies 
necessary utility infrastructure upgrade / reinforcement works and potential points of connections.  

x Waste Strategy outlines the principles of waste management within the Development, including details of the 
measures to be taken in the design, construction and operation to minimise the amount of waste generated by the 
Development, in line with circular economy principles.   






